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Fast is an antonym of. English Synonyms and Antonyms James Champlin Fernald. In strict
usage . Antonyms, synonyms, and homonyms are three sources of concern in classrooms.
They can be confusing, and it's good to get a hang of them early. Every year . Imagine for a
moment how dull the world would be if there were only one word to voice a particular thought.
Luckily, we have synonyms and antonyms to add . Oct 14, 2013 . Synonyms and Antonyms
in a Word Space Model. Silke Scheible, Sabine using suitable features these differences can be
identified via a . Synonyms usually differ in at least one semantic feature. Sometimes the
feature is. Antonyms are words that have the opposite meaning. Oppositeness is a . Mar 6,
2012 . Word relationships can be tricky, but understanding them is key to really understanding
language. VocabularySpellingCity.com can help!
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